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FOREWARD 

This bibliography is an attempt to make available 

to government researchers, scholars and the general public 

the Iranian legal materials in the Near Eastern and African 

Law Division of the Library of Congress.  Naturally, in the 

preparation of such a work a cut-off date must be chosen. 

Thus, this bibliography represents the holdings at the end 

of September 1973.  The transliteration system used is that 

prescribed in the Library of Congress Cataloging Service  

Bulletin 92 of September 1970. 

On behalf of the entire Near Eastern and African 

Law Division, I would like to thank Mr. Carleton W. Kenyon, 

Law Librarian of Congress, for his patience and encouragement 

during the preparation of the bibliography. 

William W. Reese 
Legal Reference Assistant 

Near Eastern and African Law Division 
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CODES 

1.  The civil code of Iran.  Echo of Iran supplement 148. 
Tehran, Echo, 1968. 

English translation of part two, articles 
906-1335 of the Iranian civil code.  Contains 
translator's notes and an alphabetical subject 
index. 

2.  Code de commerce [Commercial code].  [Tehran] Imp. Madjless, 
1307 [1928].  91 p. 

French translation of the commercial code with 
its amendments to 1928. 

3.  Code de commerce promulgue le ler Khordad 1311 (22 mai 1932) 
[The commercial code promulgated on the first of Khordad 
1311; 22 May 1932].  S. Mostapha khan Adle, translator. 
Paris, A. Pedone, 1934.  144 p. 

4.  Code penal.  2d ed.  [Criminal code].  [Tehran] Tmp. Madjless, 
1307 [1928].  1., 92 p. 

French translation of the 1925 criminal code with 
its amendments to 1928. 

5.  Code de precedure civile [Code of civil procedure]. 
R. Aghababian and S. Farzami, translators.  [n.p.]  110 p. 

Typewritten manuscript with an introduction on the 
history of civil procedure in Iran.  The code has the 
amendments of 1953. 

6.  The commercial code of Iran.  Echo of Iran supplement 163. 
Tehran, Echo, 1969.  [160 p.]. 
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7.  Commercial law.  Tehran, Kebir, 1950.  78 1. 

English translation of articles 1-347 
of the 1932 code. 

8. •  C.4,3 6  j41.5  4.) ,J 

Dawrah-i kamal-i  madanI va a'in-i dadrasi-i madanI 
[Complete civil code and code of civil procedure]. 
Tehran, Khormi, 1332 [1953-54].  204 p. 

This work contains amendments to the end of 1952 
and an index. 

9.  Iranian civic laws.  [n.p., n.d.] [158 1.] 

Typed manuscript of Iranian civil code. 

10.  Iranian commercial code.  In  Iranian Bar Association Law 
Review.  Tehran, 1963-1967. 

Translation of complete code of 596 articles; 
xeroxed and bound together. 

11.  Persian civil code, articles 1 to 1335.  A. C. Trott [and 
others] translators.  [London] 1937.  141 p. 

12. 

13. 

gavanin-i jaza'T [Criminal procedural code].  [Tehran] 
[n.d.]  192 p. 

This book contains the 1912 provisional code 
of criminal procedure. 

• j5P j ii"- C.0,1; 
jazati-i yurfl. [Customary criminal code].  [Tehran] 

[19171  115 p. 

This was the code in use before 1925-26. 
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•  , 45  . 1 L),-4  ) 9 (...Y.(54-11 ' 1:9t5 
kayfar-i hamgEni va arat-i divan-i kashvar [Complete 

criminal code and decisions of the Supreme Court] 
Muhammad Taqi Aminpur, editor.  [Tehran] 1330 [1951-52] 
181 p. 

This work contains the criminal code with 
amendments to 1952.  The code is annotated with 
references to court decisions. 

15. 

1. 

17. 

118. 

L)."-: 
Qandn-i madani [Civil code].  Tehran, Kabir, 1334 

(1955 -56).  177 P. 

• o: 
Qandn-i madani [Civil code].  [Tehran] [n.dj 

213 p. 

• o: -14 ‘1.),: 
Qandn-i madanT [Civil code].  [Tehran] [n .d,] 

187 p. 

•  LS 6.4 Ly-5..."  
Qavanin-i muvaqati-i mul).akamat-i tijarat-i dawlat [Provisional 

commercial code].  Tehran, [1916] 29 p. 

This is an imperfect copy with a number of pages 
missing. 

‘-.)".13 
Qandn-i tijarat [Commercial code].  [n.p., n.d.] 39 p. 

This is the code of 1304 [1925]. 



20.  • 
ganan-i tijarat [Commercial code].  Tehran [n.d.] 154 p. 

This is the code with amendments of 1932. 

21.  • 
Usql-i jazaii [Code of criminal procedure].  [Tehran] 

Idarah-i matbu'at, 1947.  176 p. 

COMPILATIONS 

22.  • c..; 67-'' ""1.71c9 
Fihrist-i l;ajg, 117 [Alphabetical listing].  [Tehran] 

[n.d.] 698 p. 

This work lists the laws enacted by the 
Parliament in the first, second, third and fourth 
terms 1285-1302 [1906-1923].  Also included are 
the few laws passed before the first term and 
those between the first and second. 

23. • L :e"  L ;IJ03 Hr 1:15  

Kitab-i qavEnin-i jazaq [Book of penal laws].  Tehran, 
1933.  221 p. 

A compilation of various articles of penal 
laws dealing with the courts, fines and 
punishments. 

24.   
Majma'ah-i tiuclaqi [Compilation of laws].  Tehran, 8 v. 

The Library's collection is complete for 
the years 1316 [1937-38] to 1323 [l94-1i5]. 
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25.  •  °I*  ' • - L.,' .7'••• JJ344  .J.ts 19-9 -1-0  As'  

Majmd'ah-i mudavan-i qavinin va muqarrarat-i jazaTI 
[Compilation of penal laws and decisions]. 

Tehran, 1350 [1971].  530 p. 

A compilation of those parts of laws and 
decisions which establish penalties or fines 
for offenses.  It covers the laws up to 
1349 [1970-71] with a chronological index. 

26.  •  S, Le.)  12; i,  As  
1 

mugarrarat-i darya'i [Compilation of maritime 
legislation].  I. Sha'bankhani, editor.  [Tehran] 

1344 [1965-66].  147 p. 

The most important laws and regulations 

contained in this work are as follows:  Law of 
nationality and registration of ships, Collision 
on the seas, Help and rescue on the seas, Port 
authority law, Iranian port regulations, Law 
establishing the limits of the coastal waters 
and the area of supervision of the state on the 
seas, and a list of international maritime 

agreements. 

27. 
• irrl  JL  I L. 

Majmil'ah-i_muciarrarat-i khilafi:  qavanin - ta vibnqmah-ha 
atinnsmsh-ha ta akhir-i sal-i 1336 [Compilation of 
legislation relating to minor offenses:  laws, decrees, 
regulations to the end of 1336 [1958] ].  Tehran, 
Piruz, [1958].  270 p. 

Among the laws in this collection are the law 
for the prevention of veneral disease, the law 
for the inspection of animals, regulations for 
the sale of meat, regulations for millers and 

regulations for movie houses. 
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28.  " 

mup.vab&t-i advar-i Evval va dfiwum [Compilation 
of laws passed in the first and second sessions of 
the parliament].  [Tehran] [n.d.] 

Laws of 1285-1290 [1906-1911]. 

29.  • 
Majma'ah-i qavEnin [Compilation of laws].  Tehran, 

Raznamah-i Rasmi, 1308.  28 v. 

The Library has the following:  1308 [1929-30] 
to 1331 [1952-53]; 1333 [1954-55] to 1338 [1959-60]; 
1340 [1961-62]. 

30, 

31. 

•  ,414  "  L.)=I; 4‘.,4 "4 
- 7 

Majmu'ah-i qavanin mawzu'ah va mu4avabat [Compilation of 
laws and regulations].  Tehran, Majlis Press, [n.d.] 

The Library has the following sessions:  5th, 
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 15th and 
18th. 

}zdi  J.IjJ 6 ",.•?̂.4 
Majma'ah-i qavanin-i artish [Compilation of military 

laws].  Tehran, 1324 [1945-46].  272 p. 

This work contains the Military criminal 
code, Military code of criminal procedure, 
Criminal code regulations and 17 other military 
laws. 
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32.  L tl r2 LA .4 L..fr, 
• L5..)  I •  • 

Majma'ah-'i qavinIn va a'innamah-ha,_tasvIbnamah:ha, 
mugarrarat marbut-i bih sabt-i asnad va amlak 
[Compilation of laws, regulations, decrees and 
other legislation pertaining to the registration 
of documents and property].  Tehran, Piruz, 
1339 [1960-61].  519 p. 

This work includes the Property and documents 
registration law of 1310, Company registration 
law of 1310, Trademark registration law of 1310, 
Marriage law of 1310, Personal status law for 
non-Shi'ite Iranians of 1312, Pre-marriage 
health certificate law of 1317, Brokers law of 
1317, Insolvency law of 1315, Law pertaining 
to the duties and obligations of the agricultural 
bank of 1316, Law pertaining to state, city, waqf 
and bank property of 1317, and related regulations. 

j j  • 01- , „  j„..1 33.  1 L)=-'  c 
• c..1.> J  3 0 :J4 

Majmu'ah-li_qavanin usal-i_tashkilit-i didgustari, atin:i 
dadrasi-i madani va qanun-i digar ba akhirin islaliat 
[Compilation of laws; legislation concerning the 
structure of the Ministry of Justice, civil procedure 
and other laws with the latest amendments]. 
Tehran, 1341 [1962-63] 422 p. 

In addition to the Code of civil procedure and 
its amendments, this work also contains the Law of 
the uniformity of legal methods of 1338, Law of 
religious trials of 1310, Law of the functions of 
attorneys of 1315, Law of evidence of 1308, Law for 
the prevention of unjust seizures of 1309 with 
court decision of 1332, Law pertaining to claims 
between citizens and the state of 1309, Law of the 
denial of marriage of 1311, Law concerning legal 
maturity of 1313, Waqf law of 1313, Non-litigious 
jurisdiction law of 1319, Law concerning the legal 
affairs of the tribes of 1337, Law concerning 
mobile courts of 1337, National assembly law of 1339, 
Landlord and tenants law of 1339 and various 
regulations of the above laws. 
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34. I  Li  ..1.0-rjJ  ‘.:•-• L.,J  L_.) " "4?"-43 

• Joya 

Majma'ah-'i_qavinIn-i jarT-i malIyat-i bar daramad 
va maliyat-i irs va naqal va intagalat-i 
bila'avaz [Compilation of tax laws....]. 
Dabir Siyaqi, comp.  Tehran, Gilan, 1344 [1965]. 
26, 520 p. 

This work contains the Income tax law and 
its amendments and additions, Regulations of 
the income tax law, and the Law amending the 
law of inheritance taxes and property transfer 
taxes. 

35 L 44L T  L I L..)14.;1--3)L5 
qavanIn:i kar va_sazman-i bimah-hai 

ijtima'i va a'innamah-hayi marbutah [Labour law, 
social insurance organization law, and connected 
bylaws].  Compiled by Industrial Relations, 
Iranian Oil Refining Company. [Tehran] 1965.  1 v. 

In addition to the labour law and social 
insurance law, this work also contains the 
Decree amending the conscription law, Law 
protecting employees infected with T.B. and 
Agreements between the social insurance 
organization and N.I.O.C. regarding treatment 
of employees.  Persian with English on opposite 
pages. 

36.  •  ta 
Majmt-l'ah-ti qavanin-i maliyat-i bar dara-raad  [Compilation 

of income tax laws].  Tehran, 1326 [1947].  151 p. 

This work contains only the Earnings tax 
law of 1312 [1 933] and all its amendments, 
related decrees and regulations to 1947. 
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37. 

38. 

-  7  . 
Majmu'ah-Ti qavanin-1 mwzu'ah [Compilation of legislation]. 

Tehran, 1300.  27 v. 

The Library's collection consists of the 
years 1300 [1921-22] to 1324 [1 945-46], 1326 
[1947-48] to 1328 [1949-50]. 

*J!.1.4.4 3  AS. "46.30.4 

Majma'ah-'i qavanin-i muwza'ah va masa'l [Compilation of 
laws and legislation].  Majliss Press, Tehran. 
[n.d.]. 

The Library has the 5th, 6th, 9th, 11th and 
16th sessions. 

39. • c:. I j),,, 3 L).....:.  _ 
Majmu'ah-Ti qavanin va muclararat [Compilation of laws and 

regulations].  Tehran, [1962].  250 p. 

This is a compilation of legislation related 
to government employment, including civil 
service and the military, with amendments to the 
end of 1340 [1962]. 

4o.  •  IjiO j 4J S Ii Lc ' .,-•-•") 
- 

Majmu'ah-ti qavanin va mugarrarat-1 kashvar [Compilation 
of national laws and legislation].  Tehran, 
Arshiv-i Kayhan, 1340.  7 v. 

This work is a loose-leaf compilation of 
laws, decrees, regulations, proposals and 
bills with an index.  The Library has the 
following years:  1341 [1962] to 1345 [1967], 
1348 [1969-70], 1349 [1970-71].  A few of the 
indexes are missing. 
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41.  • c.,.) .) I  lsa  6.; 
Majma'ah-'i qavg.nin va nizamnamah-hayi marbat-i bih 

-  - 7 
umur-i mali [Compilation of laws and regulations 
concerning financial matters].  Mashed, [1313] 
[1934-35].  520 p. 

This book contains 88 laws and regulations 
complete or extracted, including laws dealing 
with direct taxation, indirect taxation, laws 
pertaining to the keeping of accounts, 
employment laws and others. 

42.  • L;;•--: 
Majmd'ah-ti qavanIn-i sabtI [Compilation of registration 

laws].  Tehran, Piruz, 1342 [1964].  446 p. 

This compilation contains the Law of property 
registration, Law of official registers, Company 
registration law, Brokers law, Insurance company 
registration law, and other laws and regulations 
with their amendments to 1964. 

43. 

Majma'ah-'i qavanin-i tijarT [Compilation of commercial 
laws].  M. Taqi Damghani, compiler.  Tehran, 
Kabir, [1333] [1954-55].  189 p. 

This work contains the Commercial code of 
1311 [1932] with amendments to 1954, Law 
concerning liquidation and bankruptcy of 
1318 [1939], Company registration law of 1310 
[1931], Registration of trade marks and 
inventions of 1310 [1931], Law concerning 
foreign trade monopolies of 1320 [1941], and 
assorted bills. 

44.    4th rev. ed.  Tehran, Kabir, 1341 [1962]. 
210 p. 

In addition to amended versions of the laws 
mentioned in No. 43, the 4th edition also contains 
the Law pertaining to the cession of currency 
negotiations to the Bank Melli Iran of 1958, and 
the National bank and currency act of 1960.  It 
also contains a subject index and a chronological 

index. 
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45.  • 4 Lw•V 

Majma'ah-'i salyanah [Yearly compilation].  Tehran, 
Matba'-i Iran, 1307 [1928].  17 v. 

The Library has the following years: 
1307 [1928-29], 1308 [1929-30], 1311 [1932-33], 
1312 [1933-34], 1314 [1935-36] through 1324 
[1945-46], 1327 [1948-49], 1330 [1951-52], 
1331 [1952-53]. 

46.  -31-3  45 "  J.-9-A° " 

Majmu'ah-'i  mutiakam a-i tluqdqi va a'in-i 
dadrasT-i madani [Compilation of civil procedure]. 
Tehran, 1325 [1 946-47].  403 p. 

This compilation consists of the following: 
Law of the structure of the Ministry of Justice 
of 1307, Law of civil procedure with amendments 
to 1325, Insolvency law of 1313, Law of evidence 
of 1308, Law concerning qanats of 1309, Law of 
legal aid of 1309, Law concerning the legal and 
administrative affairs of Loristan of 1312, Waqf 
law of 1313, and a number of other laws and 
regulations. 

47.    [2nd rev. ed.] Tehran, 1331 [1952-53]. 
401 p. 

Contains amendments to the end of 1330 [1952]. 

48.    [3rd rev. ed.] Tehran, 1337 [1958-59]. 

415 P. 

Contains amendments to the end of 1336 [1958]. 

•  I  °I*  • .Y  4. Z  L.I  • 13 

Qanan-i asasi va kulTyah qavanin-i jazaTI va artish 
[The constitution and complete criminal and 
military laws].  Tehran, 1945.  595 p. 

This work includes the Constitution, 
Supplementary constitutional law, Law of general 
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punishment, Law of the criminal courts, Marriage 
law, Military code of criminal procedure, 
Military criminal code, selected articles of 
other laws with complete amendments to 1322 
[1943-44]. 

50.    [2nd rev. ed.] Tehran, [1947].  421 p. 

Contains complete amendments to 1325 

[1947]. 

51. - _  • ' - I  J I J  <J1,5 L5..;  4.-15 __  L.1  • Li -7's)  L  -  _  -  _ 

Qanun-i asasi-i kulliyah-i qavanin-i kayfari va dadrasi-i 
artish [The constitution:  complete criminal and 
procedural military laws].  Tehran, [1339] [1960-61]. 
489 p. 

Contains the Constitution, Supplementary 
constitutional law, Regulations of criminal 
procedure, Laws of criminal courts, Criminal 
code and 115 other civil and military laws with 
amendments to 1339 [1960-61]. 

52.  • 
Qavanin-i muvaqati [Provisional laws].  [Tehran] En .d.] 

397 P. 

This work contains the texts of the 
provisional laws passed by the judicial 
commission of the National Assembly between 
1290 and 1302 [1911-1924]. 

DECISIONS 

53.  .  ,oux; 4.0)  o tc...,...... ,...,4 
..,' 

Majmu'ah-'i ravviyah-i qazaTi [Compilation of judicial 
decisions].  Tehran, Arshiv-i huquqi-i kayhan, 

1343 [1964-65].  222 p. 

This is a compilation of Supreme Court 
decisions for the year 131,2 {1963_61.]  with 
an alphabetical subject index. 
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54. 
Ravash-i dadrasi [Court policies].  Tehran, 1324 

[1945] 146 p. 

This contains selected Supreme Court 
decisions for the years 1315 to 1322 
[1936-44]. 

LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

55.  Administration du Service Archeologique de l'Iran 
[Administration of the archeological service of 
Iran].  Ministry of Public Instruction, ed. 
Tehran, Imp,  Pharos, 1930.  23, 19 p. 

This is the publication of the regulations 
of 1930 to the Law for the conservation of 
antiquities.  The text is in Persian and French. 

56.  Amended government transactions regulations of 1971. 
Echo of Iran supplement 113.  Tehran, 1971. 
18  1. 

57.  Amendments to the Income tax law.  Echo of Iran supplement 
159.  Tehran, Echo, 1971,  22  1.  3 1. 

This is the amendment of 1970 to the Income 
tax law of 1967.  It also contains the Oil 
company tax amendment of 1971. 

58.  Amendment to the worker's social insurance law of 1966. 
Echo of Iran supplement 157.  Tehran, Echo , 

[1967].  14  1. 

59.  Anti-food and medicine adulteration law.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 118.  Tehran, Echo, 1964,  11  1. 

This is the 1964 law intended to control the 
quality, sale and processing of food and medicine. 
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6o. 

61. 

• • i 4.4L • fr 

A- 'in na- mah-i arz [Foreign exchange regulations].  Tehran, 
[n.p., n.d.] 139 p. 

These are the regulations of 1320 
[1941-42]. 

• 0 14 L5   IJ a. i T 
Atinnamah-i dakhili-i majlis-i shdrai-i milli [Internal 

regulations of the National Assembly].  Tehran, 
1329 [1951] 88 p. 

These are the regulations of the 25th of 
Urdibihisht 1328 [May 15, 1949]. 

62.    Tehran, [1334].  87 p. 

63. 

Also contains amendments to the regulations up 
to the year 1333 [1954]. 

• LI) ji  44 L;c)..tif 
_ _ 
A'in nimah-i fannI-i ma'adin [Technical mining regulations] 

[Tehran], Aftab, [1939?].  10 p. 

These regulations were passed in 1318 [1939]. 

64.  OL01 
A'In namah-i  qandn-i  tatrifah-i gwnruk 

[Regulations for the law amending the customs tariff]. 
Tehran, [n.d.].  79 p. 

65. 

The regulations are dated 1337 [1958-59]. 

•  4.SL I-c 

A'in namah-i istikhraj [Regulations for extracting materials 
from the ground].  Tehran, Tola', [1938] 20 p. 

The regulations are dated 1938. 
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66.  • J13--"-• 1 c.:0; 1; 
A'in namah-i qanan-i sabt-i akiv l [Regulations of the law 

of civil registers].  [Tehran], [1940?].  80 p. 

The regulations are dated 1319 [1940]. 

67.  •  J1,4, J L  I 3 .*;)  Cc; jib 

A'in namah-i tarz-i nagahadari-i 4aml va isti'mal-i 
mavad-i mutitaraqah [Regulations concerning the manner 
of transport, storage, and use of explosive material] 
Tehran, [1317?].  16 p. 

Regulations of 1317 [1938-39]. 

68.  Central insurance authority.  Echo of Iran supplement 174. 
Tehran, Echo, 1971.  18 1. 

69.  Central insurance of Iran law.  Echo of Iran supplement 181. 
Tehran, Echo, 1972.  18 1. 

This is the law of June 1971. 

70.  Code organique de la justice [Organic code of justice]. 
Tehran, Mad ness, 1913.  2 p. 1., 136 p. 

Contains the Law of the organization of the 
Ministry of Justice, the Organic code of justice 
and the Law of the organization of the religious 
tribunals. 

71.  The company registration act.  Echo of Iran supplement 98. 
Tehran, Echo, 1967.  7 1. 

This is the 1931 law. 

72.  The constitution of the apprenticeship fund of 1971. 
Echo of Iran supplement 172.  Tehran, Echo, 1971, 
4 1. 
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73.  Contractor's qualifications regulations of 1972.  Echo of 
Iran supplement 179.  Tehran, Echo, 1972.  20 1. 

These are the regulations for contractors, 
bidding on government building contracts. 

74.  The customs affairs law.  Echo of Iran supplement 167. 
Tehran, Echo, 1970.  12 1. 

This is a translation of the first 27 
articles only. 

75.  Customs tariff regulations.  Echo of Iran supplement 141. 
Tehran, Echo, 1967.  1 v. 

76.  Customs tariff law of July 1, 1958.  Brussels, 1960. 
80 p. 

Reprinted from Bulletin international des  

douanes, no. 138, 1960. 

77.  Dam land use regulations of 1968.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 155.  Tehran, Echo, 1968.  5 p. 

78.  Direct taxation act of Esfand 1345 (March 1967).  Iranian 
Oil operating companies, trans.  Tehran, International 

Consultants Assoc., 1967.  109 p. 

This law of 319 articles deals with income 
taxes, inheritance taxes and other direct taxes. 

79.  Direct taxation amendment and supplementary act, issued 
in the Official Gazette of April 13, 1970 
(Farvardine 24, 1349).  [Tehran] [n.p., n.d.]. 

80.  The draft and note bill.  Echo of Iran supplement 154. 

Tehran, Echo, 1966.  30 1. 
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81.  Foreign currency dealings regulations in Iran. 
New York, Iran American Chamber of Commerce Inc., 
1959.  15 p. 

This is a translation of the Foreign currency 
dealings act of 1958 and the Transfer of power 
to the Bank Melli act. 

82.  Forestry nationalization law.  Echo of Iran supplement 125. 
Tehran, Echo, 1964.  27 1. 

In addition to the Forestry nationalization law 
of 1963, this work also contains the Forestry 
nationalization regulations of 1963 and the Forest 
protection and operation regulations of 1963. 

83.  Forests and pastures protection law of 1967.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 139.  Tehran, Echo [1967].  21 1. 

84.  Frontier exchange regulations.  Echo of Iran supplement 161. 
Tehran, Echo, 1969.  7 1. 

These are the regulations implementing the 
Frontier trade exchange act of 1966. 

85.  General import-export regulations for the Iranian years 
1346 and 1347.  Tehran, Ministry of Economy 
[1346-1347] [1967-1969].  2 v. 

This work consists of 2 volumes bound together 
with English and Persian text. 

86.  The import-export regulations of Iran for the year 1339 
(March 21, 1960 - March 21, 1961).  New York, Iran 
American Chamber of Commerce, Inc., 1960. 
15 p. 
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87.  Import-export regulations of 1349.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 164.  Tehran, Echo, 1970.  90 1, 

88,  The Iran tobacco company's constitution of 1968. 
Echo of Iran supplement 152.  Tehran, Echo, 1968, 
7 1. 

89.  Iranian conscription law.  F. L. Pyman, trans.  Tehran, 
British Legation, 1938.  44 1. 

This is the conscription law of 1317 [1938] 
which consists of 166 articles.  This work is 
unbound. 

90.  The Iranian constitution with amendments.  Ali Pasha 
Saleh, trans.  [Tehran] 1958.  35 p. 

91.  The Iranian income tax law of 1956.  American Embassy, 
trans.  [Tehran] [n.d.] 33 1. 

92.  Iranian income tax service.  St. Petersburg, Fla., 
Foreign Tax Law Assoc.  [n.d.] 50 p. 

This loose-leaf edition contains the tax 
law of 1956 with amendments to 1960. 

93.  Labour law.  Echo of Iran supplement 116.  Tehran, Echo, 
[n.d.] 79 1. 

In addition to the Labour law, this work 
contains the Regulations for the difference 
settling board of 1959, Minimum wage regulations 
of 1969, Regulations for health centers in 
factories of 1970, and the Regulations of the 
national labour conference of 1969. 
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94.  Laws and regulations concerning the encouragement and 
protection of foreign investments and employment 
of aliens in Iran.  New York, Iran American 
Chamber of Commerce, 1956.  11 p. 

95,  Law, regulations and decrees concerning the attraction and 
protection of foreign investments in Iran.  Tehran, 
Bank Markazi Iran, [n.d.].  12, 16 p. 

Contains the Law concerning the attraction 
and... of 1334 [1955], the Regulations for the 
above law of 1335 [1956], and the Cabinet decree 
forming the center and permanent committee for 
the attraction and protection of foreign invest-
ment of 1341 [1962]. 

96,  Loi du 1 er tyr 1310, sur les marques de fabrique et les 
brevets d'invention.  Traduction officielle. 
Tehran, Imp. Pharos, [1931?].  61 p. 

These are the regulations of the Trade Mark 
and patent law of 1931. 

97.  Loi sur la nationalite.  [Tehran], Imp. Chafagh, [1929?]. 

9 P. 

This is the law of September 7, 1929. 

98,  The mines and quarries act of Iran and the relative 
regulations.  New York, Iran American Chamber of 
Commerce, 1958.  31 p. 

In addition to the act, this work contains 
the Exploration regulations and the Operations 
regulations. 

99.  The Monetary and banking law of Iran.  2d ed.  Tehran, 
Bank Melli, 1964.  34 p. 

This is an Engliah translation of the 
1960 law. 
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100.  The Monetary and banking (Amendment) bill.  Echo of 
Iran supplement 182.  Tehran, Echo, 1972,  24 1. 

101.  The Motor vehicle third party risk compulsory insurance 
law of 1969.  Echo of Iran supplement 166.  Tehran, 
Echo, 1969,  10 1. 

102.  Municipal transaction regulations of 1967.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 136.  Tehran, Echo, 1967,  13 1. 

103.  New airport tariff of 1967.  Echo of Iran supplement 140. 
Tehran, Echo, 1967,  6 1. 

104.  The New check law.  Echo of Iran supplement 151. 
Tehran, Echo, 1965,  4 1. 

105.  The New income tax law of 1967.  Echo of Iran supplement 135. 
Tehran, Echo, 1967.  100 1. 

106.  The New land reform law of 1969.  Echo of Iran supplement 
162.  Tehran, Echo, 1969.  14 1. 

107.  New land reform regulations law (amended) of 1964. 
Echo of Iran supplement 122.  Tehran, Echo, 
1964.  12 1. 

108.  The New public auditing law of 1971.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 170.  Tehran, Echo, 1971.  23 1, 

109.  New policy for consulting engineers of 1971.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 173.  Tehran, Echo, 1971.  20 1. 

This work consists of the regulations 
approved by the Plan Organization. 
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110.  New supplementary budget law of 1964.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 124.  Tehran, Echo, [1964].  35 1. 

•  44 

Nizamiiimsh [Regulations].  Tehran, 1906.  16 p. 

This work contains the Election law 
of 1906. 

112. _ _  _  _ _ • ‘-:•,-.1-:-;• c),-:1-; (..51j> 1 A. L. L=',; _  _ 
Nizamnamah-i ijrayi-i clanun-i tababat [Regulations for 
• administering the Law of the medical profession]. 
Tehran, [1927?].  13 p. 

This law was passed in 1306 [1927-28]. 

113.  •  1)S 
Nizamnamah-i karkhanajat va mu'assasat-i san'atI [Regulations 

concerning factories and industrial institutions]. 

[Tehran] [1936?].  22 p. 

The regulations were approved in 1936. 

114.  • Li1,->- 1 L)',-;L;  441-141/m; 
Nizimnamah-i clanan-i sijill=i Ihval [Regulations for the 
• law of the civil register].  [Tehran], 1314 [1935]. 

85 p. 

115.  Office staff pension regulations.  Echo of Iran supplement 
175.  Tehran, Echo, 1971.  10 1. 

These regulations deal with staff employed 
by private commercial establishments. 

116.  Opium cultivation bill.  Tehran, [1970].  2 p. 
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117.  Patent registration law and regulations.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 119.  Tehran, [1964].  20 1. 

The law was passed in 1931 and the 
regulations in 1964. 

118.  The Petroleum act of Iran.  New York, Iran American 
Chamber of Commerce, 1958.  18 p. 

The act is dated 1957. 

119.  Petroleum act of 1957.  Echo of Iran supplement 128. 
Tehran, Echo, 1965.  11 1. 

120.  Profit sharing act of 1963.  Echo of Iran supplement 
117.  Tehran, Echo, 1964.  15 1. 

121.  Propriete industrielle commerciale et artistique. 
Traductions des lois....  [Industrial, commercial 
and artistic property.  Translations of laws....] 
R. Aghababoff, trans.  Tehran, Imp. moderne, 
1931.  25 p. 

This work contains a translations of the 
Trade Mark and patent law of 1931 only. 

122.  Property and capital depreciation law.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 142.  Tehran, Echo, 1968.  16 1. 

123.  • J6-›- IL.  0 1'11  

Qanan-i islah-i ganian-i gabt-i akival [Law amending the 
law of civil registers].  Tehran, [n.d.]. 
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124.  • ..›.()./4:5   
Qanan ilah-i ta'rifah-i gumruki [Law amending the customs 

tariff].  Tehran, [n.d.].  251 p. 

This law is dated 1337 [1958]. 

125. • j )45 JS  rr  JL oc...3j,„ L..),; 

Qanun-1 budjah-i sal-i 1339 kull-i kashvar [The budget law 
of 1339 [1960-61] ]. Tehran, vizarat-i dara'i, 
[1339] [1960-61].  225 p. 

126.  I (.,.,y; 6 
ganan-i enhasar-i tijarat-i kharaji [Law of the foreign 

trade'monopoly].  Tehran, 1311 [1960-61].  10 p. 

This work also contains the Law of weights 
measures of 1311 [1932-33]. 

L.I;!. I LA  ) ES LI*; 127. 
Qanan-i kar va bimah-ha-i ijtima'I [Labor and social 

insurance law].  Tehran, 1343 [l 96)--65].  367 p. 

This work contains the Labor law of 1958, 
Workers regulations of 1959, Social insurance 
law, and other regulations and decrees. 

128.  • C.) A.A.0 cd) ; 
Qanan-i ma'adin [Mining law].  [Tehran], 'ali, [1338]. 

6 p. 

This is the Mining law of Feb. 1939. 

129.  • Al.; ‘z..1_,JL4 
Qanan-i maliyat-i rah [Road tax law].  Tehran, [n.d.]. 

20 p. 

This is the law of 1932. 
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130.  •  L:).9.;  d )53.;  441; 
Qinannamah-'i tazkarah ba cianan i taba'iyat [Passport 

and citizenship laws].  Tehran, 1335 [1916-17]. 
60 p. 

This work contains the Passport law of 1904 
and an undated citizenship law. 

131. 
• .  . • L; 

co-
Qanan-i pusti [Postal law].  [Tehran], 1941.  23 p. 

This law is the law of 1914 with amendments 
and regulations to 1940. 

132.  J J J> L:),;13 
Qanan-i sijill-i ahval [Law of civil registers]. 

Tehran, 1918.  9 p. 

133. 

This is the law of 1297 [1918] concerning 
birth, marriage and death registers. 

1)1  1)1 1.j.i  11).5  
Qanan-i tacisImat-i kashvar va vazayTf-i farmandaran 

va bakhshgdaran [Law concerning the divisions 
of the state and the duties of governors and 
district heads].  Tehran, Vizarat-i Kashvar, [n.d.], 
36 p. 

This law was passed in Nov. 1937. 

134.  •  Lt.3 L61 c:),..1:9' 
Qanan-i utagha-i tijarat [Chamber of commerce law]. 

TehrAn, [fl.d.] 10 p. 

This is the law of 1309 [1930]. 
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135.  • L5) I J I  t,  c5 

Qavanin va  ' InnqmP h-hayi marb -i bih mutlakamat-i 
idari [Laws and regulations pertaining to the 
administration of the courts].  Tehran, Vizarat-i 
farhang, 1338 [1959-60].  31 p. 

In spite of its title, this work contains 
only regulations, with a few excerpts, from the 
Criminal code and the Budget law of 1941. 

136,  The Railway tariff of 1964.  Echo of Iran supplement 133. 
Tehran, Echo, 1965.  30 1. 

137.  Reglement legal pour la perception des droits de 
douane revise conformement h l'accord anglo-persan 
de 1919 (i.e., 1920) [Regulation of the customs 
laws revised to conform with the Anglo-Persian 
agreement of 1920].  Tehran, Imp, Pharos, 1920. 
47 p. 

138.  Regulations for the import of machinery.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 165.  Tehran, Echo, 1970,  9 1. 

139.  Reglement d'application de la Loi du 12 aban mah 
1309 (3 novembre 1930) relative a la conservation 
des antiquites de la Perse... [Regulations of the 
law of the 12th of Aban 1309 concerning the 
preservation of antiquities in Persia].  [Tehran], 
[1932].  10 p. 

140.  Regulations of tax assessment organizations of 1965. 
Echo of Iran supplement 127.  Tehran, Echo, 
21 1. 

141,  Reorganization of customs law of 1968.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 144,  Tehran, Echo, [1968].  3 1. 
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142.  Social insurance organization for farmers bill of 1969. 
Echo of Iran supplement 158.  Tehran, Echo, 1969. 
7 1. 

143.  State Budget for 1345 [1966-67].  Echo of Iran supplement 
134.  Tehran, Echo, 1966.  12 1. 

144. • J JZ  41:9.7 .0.; 

Ta'rafah-i jadid-i gumruki [The new customs tariff law]. 
[Tehran], 1329 [1950].  195 p. 

145.  Tax and customs regulations and concessions to investors. 
Tehran, Bank Markazi Iran, [n.d.].  54 p. 

English translations of excerpts of assorted 
laws dealing with taxation, customs, foreign 
trade, etc.  The only law translated completely 
is the Foreign trade monopoly law of 1311 [1932]. 

146.  The territorial waters act of 1959.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 169.  Tehran, Echo, 1971.  4 1. 

In addition to the above law of 1959, this 
work also contains the Law for the exploration 
and exploitation of natural resources on the 
Iranian continental shelf of 1955. 

147.  Trade union law of 1970.  Echo of Iran supplement 171. 
Tehran, Echo, [1970].  15 1. 

148.  Urban renewal law of 1968.  Echo of Iran supplement 160. 
Tehran, Echo, [1968].  17 1. 
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149.  • 0:4.'16- ‘-1.1SL,...4 j1"..01 

Usal-i muhakamqt-i huciall [Regulations of the law 
courts].  Tehran, 1339 [1921].  238 p. 

This book contains the Law of court 
administration of 1329 [1911] and relative 
regulations. 

150.  Water nationalization law of 1968.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 153.  Tehran, Echo, 1968.  21 1. 

151.  Weekly off-days law of 1967.  Echo of Iran supplement 
143.  Tehran, Echo, [1967].  2 1. 

This is the law accepting the proposed 
International recommendation concerning 
weekly days off in offices and commercial 
firms. 

152.  The workers insurance law.  Echo of Iran supplement 114. 
Tehran, Echo, [1970].  35 1. 

In addition to the above law of 1964, this 
translation also includes the amendments to the 
social security bill of 1967 and the Rural 
insurance regulations of 1969. 

SERIALS 

153. 
. )(5 

5 
Kanan-i vukala [Iranian Bar Assoc. Law Review]. 

Tehran, 1327 [1948].  v. 1. 

This law review is a monthly publication.  The 
Library has the following issues: 
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v.  1 1327 [1948-49]  nos. 2, 5, 6, 7. 
v.  5 1332 [1953-54]  nos. 4, 5, 7, 8. 
v.  6 1333 [1954-55]  nos. 1, 2, 3. 
v.  7 1334 [1955-56]  nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
v.  8 1335 [1956-57]  complete 
v.  9 1336 [1957-58]  complete 
v. 10  1337 [1958-59]  complete 
v. 11  1338 [1959-60]  complete 
v. 12  1339 [1960-61]  nos. 1, 3, 5, 6. 
v. 13  1340 [1961-62]  nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
v. 14  1341 [1962-63]  nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 
v. 15  1342 [1963-64]  complete 
v. 16  1343 [1964-65]  complete 
v. 17  1344 [1965-66]  complete 
v. 18  1345 [1966-67]  complete 
v. 19  1346 [1967-68]  complete 
v. 20  1347 [1968-69]  complete 
v. 21  1348 [1969-70]  complete 
v. 22  1349 [1970-71]  complete 
v. 23  1350 [1971-72]  complete 
v. 24  1351 [1972-73]  no. 1. 

154.  .(-5.1"5-31j  
Majallah-i hucitiqr-i vizarat-i dadgastarr [Legal digest of 

the Ministry of Justice].  Tehran, [n.d.]. 

The Library has only one volume of the above 
publication:  1339 [1960-61] nos. 1-12. 

155.  • j.4.„  I; I .i.o 

Muzakirat-i majlis [Proceedings of the Parliament]. 
Tehran, Ministry of Justice, 1285 [1906]. 

For the first 14 sessions (dowrah) of the 
Iranian Parliament, this publication was also 
used as the Official Gazette,  After 1322, the 
Official Gazette began to appear as a separate 
publication (see below).  The Proceedings are 
listed below according to the session number and 
when possible, the numbers of the sittings that 
are found in each volume. 
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Session  1 1285-87  1 v. 
2 1288-90 3 v. 
3 1292-94 1 v. 
4 1300-02  3 v. 
5 1302-04  2 v. 
6 1305-07 4 v. 
7 1308-09  v. 2, 3, 4 
8 1309-11  2 v. 
9 1311-14  2 V. 
10  1314-16  2 v. 
11  1316-18  2 v. 
12  1318-20  2 v. 
14  1322-26  sittings 1-20 

101-194 
15  Tir 1326-28  sittings 1-40 

87-135 
136-201 

16  1328-30  sittings 1-52 
53-116 
117-182 
183-218 

17  1331-32  sittings 1-81 
18  1332-35  sittings 1-57 

58-109 
110-162 
163-231 

19  1335-38  sittings 1-38 

39-95 
96-138 
139-200 

21  1342-45  sittings 57-80 
81-99 
100-122 
123-145 
146-167 
168-177 
189-201 
202-226 

231-250 
251-277 
278-303 
304-328 
329-247 
348-367 
370-381 
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22  1346-49  sittings 1-21 
28-53 

53-92 
115-135 
138-148 
159-161 
162-181 
182-201 
202-226 
229-243 
247-255 

23  1350-  sittings 1-9 
12-16 
18-31 
33-44  unbound 
54-61  unbound 

65  unbound 
67-68 unbound 

156. 1.7=  C.Y/A L'11 -2/  J  Os') 
Raznimah-i rasmi-i kashvar-i shihanshihi-i iran [Official 

Gazette of the Kingdom of Iran].  Tehran, 1323. 

The following are the holdings of the Library. 
The numbers refer to the number of each gazette 
found in each volume. 

1323 [1944-45]  1-53 
66-100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-250 
251-290 
291-319 

1327 [1948-49]  904-950 
951-1000 
1001-1050 
1051-1100 
1101-1149 
1151-1193 
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1328 [1911-9-50] 

1329 [1950-51] 

1330 [1951-52] 

1338 [1959-60] 
1342 [1963-64] 

1343 [1964-65] 

1344 [1965-66] 

1345 [1966-67] 

1346 [1967-68] 

1347 [1968-69] 

1348 [1969-70] 

1348-49 [1970] 
1349 [1970-71] 

1196-1250 
1251-1300 
1301-1350 
1351-1400 
1401-1450 
1451-1484 
1485-1500 
1501-1550 
1551-1600 
1601-165o 
1651-1700 
1701-1777 
1778-1850 
1851-1900 
1901-195o 
1951-2000 
4292-4299 
5271+-5392 
5393-5563 
5564-5682 
5687-5759 
5760-5851 
5852-5999 
6000-6o79 
6080-6141 
6142-6237 
6238-6338 
6)+36-6531 
6532-6672 
6673-6725 
6877-6948 
6949-7022 
7051-7099 
7100-7183 
7184-7199 
7200-7299 
7300-7399 
740o-7499 
7500-7599 
7600-7611 unbound 
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1350 [1971-72]  7612-7659 
766o-7699 
7700-7749 
7750-7799 
7800-7908 unbound 

1351 [1972-73]  7909-7949 unbound 
7950-7999 
Woo-8204 unbound 

1352 [1973-74]  8205-8226 unbound 

TREATIKS AND AGREEMENTS 

157.  International railway regulations.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 176.  Tehran, Echo, 1971.  89 1. 

Text of the International convention for 
the transportation of passengers and freight 
(CIV and CIM) by rail. 

158.  Iran-Romania tractor purchase agreement of 1967. 
Echo of Iran supplement 137.  Tehran, Echo, 
[1967].  15 1, 

159.  Joint structure agreement between NIOC and BPM. 
Echo of Iran supplement 129.  Tehran, Echo, 

1957.  33 1. 

160.  Joint structure agreement between NIOC and Tidewater, 
Sunray DX, Kerr-McGee, Skelly, Superior, Cities Service, 
and Richfield.  Echo of Iran supplement 132.  Tehran, 
Echo, 1965.  32 1. 
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Lc j 1 J )  ,_FLS 161 .  "-cr. • I I 

Kitab-i safid, tarikhchah_va matn-i garardadhayi 
marbut-i biI naft-i iran [White book; historical 
view and texts of agreements pertaining to Iranian 
oil].  [Tehran], Sharket milli-i haft-i iran, 1344 

[1966].  320 p. 

Contained here are the texts of the 1933 
oil agreement, the 1954 agreement for the sale 
of oil and gas, Agreements with the Italian oil 
company, Pan American Oil Co., the Western 
Consortium, Persian Gulf Oil Co., Fars Oil Co., 
and Lavan Oil Co.  There is also a general 
introduction concerning agreements before the 
constitution and a map of the oil regions in 
Iran. 

162.  Majlis approved Rumanian accord.  Echo of Iran supplement 145. 

Tehran, Echo, 1968.  5 1. 

163.  The steel accord between Iran and the USSR of 1966. 
Echo of Iran supplement 146.  Tehran, Echo, 
[1966].  10 1. 

164.  Transit agreement with Kuwait of 1971.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 177.  Tehran, Echo, 1971.  7 1. 

165.  Treaty of friendship between Persia and the USSR. 
Echo of Iran supplement 81.  Tehran, Echo, 
1959.  8 1. 

This work contains both the treaty of 
1921 and that of 1927 
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TREATISES AND TEXTBOOKS  

166,  Abadi, Abd al-Husain Ali.  Le contract de cautionnement 
en droit Iranien [Bailment contracts in Iranian 
law].  Paris, 1938.  218 p. 

This is a general discussion of the concept 
of bailment contracts with French translations 
of those parts of the Civil code dealing with 
these contracts. 

167.  • (..),  L.;9- 44->j I 
  Huquqi jina'i [Criminal law].  Tehran, Danishgayah, 

1145 [1966-67].  v. 1. 

This is a basic introduction to the study 
of criminal law.  Vol. one covers the topics 
of crime and its responsibilities, history of 
the study of criminal law in France, and the 
classification of the types of crimes. 

168. °  -- L5  ...14,›.4  4.14-
'Abdah, Muhammad Burajardi.  Vuqaq-i madani [Civil 

law].  Tehran,  'Aland, 1329 [1950-51].  484 p. 

This is a textbook for civil law which 
proceeds topic by topic through the civil code 
explaining the meanings of terms and concepts. 

169.  Abdoh, Djalal.  L'el6ment psychologique dans les 
contrats suivant la conception iranienne [The 

psychological element in contracts according 
to the Iranian concept].  Paris, Domnt-Montchrestien, 
1937.  231 p. 

This doctorial dissertation proposes to study 
the intellectual and moral elements, as opposed 
to the material elements, which play a part in 
the formation of contracts in Iran. 
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170. 
•  -14  L.1 .01-n Lj 

'Affl, Mustafa.  Huqaq-i madani [Civil law].  Tehran, 
Amir Kabir, 1331 [1952].  627 D. 

In this treatise on civil law  ,the author 
discusses the origins of law, the origins of 
civil law, the development of law as a science, 
and the origins of civil law and the civil code 
in Iran. 

171. • ji..t.tz  44-114  U.:91 

Afshar, Ha an.  Muqaddimah-i 12.uqaq-i tatbiqi [Introduction 
to comparative law].  2d ed.  Tehran, 1333 
[1954,55].  158 p. 

Basic textbook on comparative law.  The 
author's discussion centers around the value 
of the study of comparative law and its 
limitations. 

172.  Aghababian, R. ed.  Legislation iranienne actuelle 
interessant les etrangers et les Iraniens 
l'etranger [Iranian legislation concerning 
foreigners in Iran and Iranians abroad].  Tehran, 
1939.  2 v. 

This has been the basic work for many years on 
the problems of foreigners in Iran.  Vol. 1 contains 
a series of essays with excerpts from the laws 
concerning entrance and exits of foreigners, 
passports, expulsion, legal protection, property, 
military service, business, imports/exports, 
diplomats and the monetary system.  Vol. 2 contains 
French translations of the Constitution, Supplementary 
constitutional law, the Civil code and supplementary 
laws to the civil code, the Law of personal status 
of non-Shi'ite Iranians and the Code of customary 
law. 
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173.    Le droit agricole de l'Iran [Iranian agricultural law]. 

Rome, Impr. C. Colombo, 1941.  17 p. 

This is an off-print from the Bulletin inter-
national de droit agricole, no. 3, 1941. It 
contains an important discussion on the types of 
property, the problem of state domain, and water 

rights. 

174.  c:)  • L.)11L,A.,. 

Ahmadi, Ashraf.  Qanan va dadgustari dar shahanshahi-i 
iran-i bastan [Law and justice in the ancient 
Iranian empires].  [Tehran], Ministry of Education, 

[1968].  259 p. 

This work is based on the author's thesis 
and discusses law, court organization and 
the administration of justice in the Achaemenid, 
Parthian and Sassanid empires.  There are also a 
number of translations of ancient Persian laws, 
and a fairly comprehensive bibliography. 

175. (.."4-- "  otr.c- rtz--  I i çL.v I3 L., 
Ahmadi Vastani, 'Abd al-Ghani.  Nazm-i    dar 4uquoi-i 

khusu i [Public policy in private law].  Tehran, 

Sint., 1341 [1962].  274 p. 

This book is mainly an h:istorical approach 
to the problem of public policy and contracts 
in Rome, England and Russia.  There is also a 
section devoted to International law and one to 

Iran. 
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176.  Akhoundi, Mahmoud.  De l'influence de la tradition 
religieuse sur le droit penal de l'Iran  [The 
influence of religious tradition on the Iranian 

penal law].  Tehran, 1961.  146 p. 

This is the author's thesis discussing the 
development of penal law in pre-Islamic Iran, 
pre-Islamic Arabia, Islamic penal law and its 
role in the 1925 codification of the Iranian 
penal code.  The work also contains a 

bibliography. 

177. — -44c ' 

'Amid.  Huclaci-i madani [Civil law].  [Tehran] [n.dj 

158 .p. 

This is a study devoted to wills and the 
Iranian civil code, kinds of wills and how 

to draw up wills. 

178.  'Amid, Masa.  Le divorce en droit iranien [Divorce in 
Iranian law].  Paris, M. Lavergne, 1939.  249 p. 

An interesting study of divorce in Islamic 
law and its application in the Iranian civil 
code.  Though the majority of the material is 
now out of date, the sections dealing with 
divorce in ancient Iran and pre-Islamic Arabia 
are still useful.  Contains a bibliography. 

• • I i  • 179.  C.) „)-::  I .114c ' 

  Ir  dar hugaq-i madani-i Iran [Inheritance in 
Iranian civil law].  [Tehran], Piruz, [196-?]. 
150 p. 

This is Volume 1 of a projected two volume 
work.  This volume covers a general introduction 
to inheritance and succession in Islamic and 
Iranian law and the necessary conditions for 
inheritance. 
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180. • I I • c.::•11-44!.9 _   
Hibah va wasiyat dar huquq-i madani-i iran [Gift 
and wills in .Iranian civil law].  Tehran, 'Alami, 
1341 [1962-63].  157 p. 

In this work, the author discusses the Islamic 
concepts of 'hibah' and 'wasiyah' and their 
application in the civil laws dealing with marriage, 
dowerys and wills. 

181,  • L.y..t.e'L ,L.A41_131 • qi;  jopit:41>1  .1.4. ›.4  0 :441 LO's  ' 
AmInT, Muhammad._ Zaminat-i iht y tI dar qanan-i 

iqdamat-i ta'mini [The concept of preventive 
bailment in the law of surety].  [Tehran], Taban, 
[1967-68],  184 p. 

An interesting work on the concepts of bailment 
and probation and their application in the Law 
of surety of 1339 [1960-61],  The author includes 
an historical introduction, discussing bailment 
and probation in Islamic and pre-Islamic law. 
The work also contains a bibliography. 

182,  •  1).14 1 
_ 

AmIr-ala'r, Shams al-din.  Mujazat-i a'd m [Capital 
punishment].  [Tehran], [n.d.]  414 p. 

This book takes a comparative law approach 
to the problem of capital punishment with 
particular reference to Europe and Iran.  The 
author's theme seems to be a justification 
and need for this type of punishment. 

183.  Amirian, A. M.  Le man age en droits iranien et musulman 
compares avec le droit francais [Iranian and Muslum 
marriage laws compared with French law].  Paris, 
Librairie generale de droit et de jurisprudence, 

1938.  593 p. 

In addition to a now out-dated discussion of 
marriage laws in Iran, the author has included 
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an historical survey of marriage laws in 
ancient Iran and pre-Islamic Arabia.  The work 
also contains French translations of those 
parts of the civil and penal codes that deal 
with marriage. 

184.  AmIr-SulaimanI, A.  La formation et les effets des 
contrats en droit iranien compares avec le droit 
francais [The formation and the effects of 
contracts in Iranian law compared with French law]. 
Paris, Rousseau & Co., 1936.  300 p. 

In addition to a general discussion on the 
kind of contracts and their formation in 
Iranian law, the author has also translated 
those parts of the civil code relating to 
contracts.  The work also contains an extensive 
bibliography. 

185.  • • L) I)./ I -1.c>1  Lbs. 

'Araqi, Ahmad.  Huqaq-i asasi-i Iran [Iranian Constitutional 
law],  Tehran, 1331 [1952-53].  80 p. 

This work is a textbook on the historical 
development of the Iranian constitution, the 
constitutional movement in Iran and the powers 
of the Iran legislature. 

186.  • kl.,31,0" J LAN I  .14.>.4  4 -) 

Aytallahzadah, Muhammad.  ganan-i sabt-i asnad va 
amlak [The law of document and property registration]. 
Tehran, [n.p., n.d.] 290 p. 

The author intended this to be a practical 
course in the application of the Property 
registration law of 1307 [1928].  Probably 
intended for use by the notaries. 
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187.  Bahramy, Fazlollah.  Der Notstand in deutschen und 
in iranischen Strafrecht in rechtsvergleichender 
Darstellung [A. comparative study of the concept 
of duress in Iranian and German law].  Michen, 

1958.  91 p. 

This is the author's dissertation on the 
historical development of the concept of 
duress in Islamic law and its application in 

modern Iranian and German law. 

188.  Bassidiji, Ahmed.  La situation juridique de la femme 
en Iran, avec une annexe comportant... [The legal 

status of women in Iran...].  Paris, Les Presses 

modernes, 1936.  149 p. 

This is the author's thesis discussing the 
status of women historically, their emancipation, 
the role of women in Iranian literature, in 
ancient Iran, in Islamic law and in the Iranian 

civil law.  The work also contains translations 
of the civil code on marriage, divorce and 
nationality.  The work has a bibliography. 

189.  Bulsara, Sohrab Jamshedjee, trans.  The laws of the 
ancient Persians as found in the "Matikan e 
hazar datastan" or "The digest of a thousand 
points of law."  Bombay, H. T. Anklesaria, 1937. 
871 p. 

This work contains a transliteration and 
English translation of the only surviving Middle 
Persian (Sassanid) law book.  The work has a 
glossary and index but no facsimile of the text 

is given. 
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190.  DaftarT, 'Ali Akbar.  Geschichte und system des 
iranischen strafrechts... [History and system 
of Iranian criminal law...1.  Bonn, Rbhrscheid, 
1935.  260 p. 

Based on the author's dissertation, this 
work discusses criminal law in ancient Persia, 
under Islam and under the Arabs, the sources 
of Iranian criminal law and the structure of 
the Iranian criminal code. 

191.  • L. '  ) J  --  dii  L7chULI., 
Daulatshahi, Fath Allah.  Iqrar dar huclaq-i madani-i 

Iran [ConfeAsion in Iranian civil law].  Tehran, 
1342 [1964].  248 p. 

This is an introductory discussion of the 
kinds of confession, extrajudicial, simple, 
judicial, direct and indirect, and their value 
and importance in Iranian civil law. 

192.  Docteur-Zadeh, Ibrahim.  De la validite des contrats sur 
la chose d'autrui en droit positif iranien 
[The validity of contracts regarding the property 
of others in positive Iranian law].  Paris, 
M. Lavergne, 1939.  149 p. 

This is a comparative study of contracts in 
Iranian and French law with a survey of Iranian 
and Islamic concepts and ideas on contracts. 
The author discusses the different kinds of 
contracts, i.e., marriage, gift, wills and the 
theories of invalidity of contracts. 

193.  Li1)1,1. )  Ls  jLJ I ), I c-)„..r.1..j.i; 4.4.*! 

Farmanfarma'Iyan, Aba al-Bashar.  HavashI-i mukhtasari 
dar atraf-i layihah-i clEnun-i .bazargani va  • 
clanun-i tijarat [Brief notes in favor of the bill 
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for the trade law and the commercial law].  [Tehran] 
1343 [1964-65].  99 p. 

This is a comparison of a pending bill with 
the old trade and commercial law.  The author 
is encouraging the passing of the new bill. 

194.  • LY"  -14>-4  

FarTighi, Mohammad.  Huqaq-i asasi [Constitutional law]. 
[Tehran]  1325 [1 946-47].  160 p. 

This is a treatise on the philsophical 
aspects of a constitutional government and 
the formation of constitutions. 

195.  Fateh, Mostafa.  Taxation in Persia, a synopsis from the 
early times to the conquest of the Mongols.  London, 
1928.  21 p. 

This is an extract from the Bulletin of the  
School of Oriental Studies, Vol. IV, part IV, 

1928. 

196.  Fathieh, Mehdi.  Eheschliessung und Ehescheidung im 
iranischen Recht... [Marriage and divorce in 
Iranian law...].  [Heidelberg] [1962].  111 p. 

This is the author's dissertation discussing 
the sources of Iranian positive law, marriage 
and divorce in Islam and early Iran, and the 
types of marriages and divorces under modern 
Iranian civil law. 

197.  Ly .0.) J1.3  L.7 :0JU% 

Hadayiti, Muhammad 'Ali.  A'In-i dadrasi-i kayfari 
[Criminal procedure].  Tehran, 1331 [1952].  179 p. 

An Introductory textbook on criminal procedure 
including a classification of the types of claims 
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arising from a crime, evidence, confessions and 
a detailed examination of the code of criminal 
procedure and the administration of the criminal 
courts. 

198.  Hosseini Fard, Gholam Reza.  La representation volontaire 
dans les actes juridique en droit iranien [Voluntary 
representation in legal actions in Iranian law]. 
Teheran, 1959.  117 p. 

This is the author's dissertation discussing 
the problem of authorized and unauthroized 
representation in unilateral and bilateral 
legal actions.  This work contains a bibliography. 

i 3 J L. I  Lo 199. 
klasan,  qanan-i sabt-i asnad va imlak 

[An explanation of the law of document and 
property registration].  Tehran, [1941].  230 p. 

This work deals with the administration 
of the law including the establishment of the 
various registers and registration offices.  It 
has a complete discussion on the various kinds 
of property under Iranian law. 

200. • ja. 

madani [Civil law].  Tehran, 1333-43 
[1954-65].  5 v. 

The library has only volumes 1, 3, 4 and 5 
of this work.  This treatise proceeds paragraph 
by paragraph through the civil code.  Volume 1 
deals with goods, ownership, profits, business 
obligations; volume 3 with the rights of pre-
emption, wills, inheritance; volume 4 with 
contracts, nationality, documents of identity, 
death registers and family names and volume 5 
with divorce, "uddah", marriage, lineage, 
parentage, guardianship, maintenance, etc. 
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201.  • jiyi>  1...k• 0".4r.  -  L5 JI VLJ LS r2 - 

Ja'afari-Langarudi, Muhammad Ja'afar.  Muqaddimah-'i _ _  _ 
umumi-i 'u rn-i huquq [General introduction to the 
science of law].  Tehran, 1964.  250 p. 

Law textbook giving general introduction 
to the study of comparative law with special 
reference to the development of Iranian civil 
law. 

202.  • jik>   
Javan, Musa.  Mabani-i Ipqaq [Foundations of law]. 

Tehran, 1947-51.  3 v. 

This work is a set of basic introductory 
textbooks on law.  The author in his 
introduction projects 5 volumes when complete. 
The first volume is an introduction to the 
philosophy of law and the second and third 
are treatises on the development of world law. 

203.  )15  ‘').1 JJ I  LSJe Ij 
Jazayiri, Shams al-Din.  Huqaq-i kar [Labor law].  Tehran, 

[1963 ?].  126 p. 

This is a series of lectures given by the author. 
Their topics cover labor law in Iran, international 
labor problems, theory of international law, 
collective relations and trade unions. 

204.  Kani, Ali-Naghi.  La force creatrice de la volonte dans 
la formation du contrat... [The creative power of 
the will in the formation of contracts...]. 
Neuchatel, [1956].  194 p. 

This is the author's thesis comparing contract 
formation in Iranian law with European law.  The 
author concentrates on the psychological and 
philosophical aspects of the formation.  The work 

also contains a bibliography. 
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205.  J I J  •U  J.c>  ( 557 -5 
Kasravi-Tabrizr, Ahmad.  Qgman-i dadgari [The law of 

justice].  Tehran, Armaghan, 1312 [1933-34]. 
72 p. 

A very short introduction to Iranian law 
and the court system followed by the code of 
civil procedure. 

206.  Khochbine, Gholam Hossein.  Etude sur l'organisation 
judiciaire civile de l'Iran... [Study of the 
civil court system of Iran...].  Paris, M. Lavergne, 

1938.  179 p. 

This is the author's thesis comparing the 
Iranian court system and organization with that 
in pre-Islamic Iran and in the pre-constitutional 
period.  He also devotes a number of chpaters to 
a discussion of the functions and jurisdictions 
of the present day courts. 

207.  Khosropour, Ali Akbar.  Le controle des changes en 
Iran depuis 1930 jusqu'  la fin 1955 [The control 
of foreign exchange in Iran from 1930 to the end 
of 1955].  Paris, 1956.  118 p. 

This work is concerned with the history of 

foreign exchange legislation in Iran and the 
foreign exchange relations with the USSR and 
Germany in the pre-World War II, World War II 

and post-World War II periods.  The author 
discusses at length the economic consequences 
of foreign exchange controls on the import-export 
business and on the value of money. 

208.  Khudayar Muhibbi, Manuchihr.  L'influance religieuse 

sur le droit constitutionnel de l'Iran [The 
religious influence on Iranian constitutional law]. 
Tehran, Taban, 1958.  192 p. 

In this work, the author discusses a wide range 
of topics in which religion and the law coincide. 



Among these are the problems of religion and the 
monarchy, religious rights of non-Shi'ite Iranians, 
the Mandi, Bahaism and Iranian contacts with 
European civilization and its influence on the 

Iranian constitution. 

209.  rt:.;  1-t-C 

Kiya'i, Karim.  Hisab-i jar  [Current accounts].  TQhran, 

1346 [1967-68].  232 p. 

Basic introduction to current accounts, their 
classification and application in the Iranian 

commercial law. 

210. 
c:-.1).;463. r I ) ..J — LS -14.1....0  J.).0. 

• 1/4:Art I 
Kurdistani, Multamadi.  Irs dar isaim va mugararrat-i _ _  .  . 

ganun-1 madani-1 Iran [Inheritance in Islam and in 
Iranian civil legislation].  Tehran, Haydiri, 
1334 [1955-56].  187 p. 

This is a comparative study of inheritance 

in Islam and its development in Iranian civil 
law with particular reference to the inheritance 
of women and children. 

211.  Lambton, Ann K.  Landlord and peasant in Persia:  a study 
of land tenure and land revenue administration. 
London, Oxford U.P., 1969.  459 p. 

This is a reprint of the first edition of 
this classic study of the economic aspects of 
land tenure, tenancy and property taxes. 
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212.  i j  k.-Y4A1  •  J1_  L s 
ManTichihriyan, Mihrangiz.  Intiqad-i qavanin-i asasi 

va madani va kayfarT-i Iran az nazar-i huquq-i 
zan [Criticism of the Iranian constitution and 
the civil and criminal laws from the point of view 
of women's rights].  Tehran, 1328 [1949].  128 p. 

A now out-of-date study of women's rights 
in Iran with particular reference to marriage 
and divorce legislation. 

213.  • cs.,14,5  toj  .14:›1 

Matin, Ahmad.  Majma'ah-ii raviyah-i qazati:  qismat-i 
kayfari [Compilation of judicial policies:  criminal] 
Tehran, Aftab, 1333 [1954-55].  352 p. 

This work is actually a treatise on the 
development of judicial decisions of the Supreme 
Court of Iran from the years 1311 to 1333 [1932-
1954]. 

214.  • 0; CC..).). 0.....)  _  ,...-__ .14, i  
_  _  _  ..,  ...  _ 

Matin-Daftari L Ahmad.  Atin-i dadrasi:  Madani va _  _  
bazargani [Civil and commercial procedures]. 
Tehran, [1957].  v. 2. 

The Library has only volume two of this 
work.  Volume two deals with civil procedure 
and an analysis of the 1331 [1952] amendment 
of the code and, in particular, sentencing 
and means of appeal from a sentence. 

215.  Moazzami, Abdollah.  Essai sur la condition des etrangers 
en Iran [Essay on the status of foreigners in Iran]. 
Paris, Recueil Sirey, 1937.  275 p. 

In addition to a complete discussion of the 
law concerning foreigners in 1937, this work 
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has an historical survey covering aliens in 
ancient Persia, the time of the capitulations, 
pre-1828 period and the period 1828-1923.  The 
main topics covered are work laws, extradition 
and naturalization.  There is a good bibliography, 
and an appendix with trnaslation of laws 
concerning foreigners. 

216.  Mobayne, Gholam Reza.  Les elections en Iran de 1906 h 
nos jours [Elections in Iran from 1906 to the 
present].  Neuchatel, 1960.  155 p. 

This is the author's thesis in which he 
discusses the election laws in France, USSR 
and Switzerland and compares them to the laws 
in Iran.  He also discusses the attempted 
reform projects of 1945, 1949, 1950 and 1952. 

217. J  41.) 14 Cje) ly; li j j.40 I --  ..1-4410 

•  j e. 

Musadaq, Muhammad.  qava'ad va qavEnin-i maliyah 
dar mamalak-i khSrajah va iran [Financial laws and 
regulations in Iran and foreign countries].  Tehran, 
1304 [1925].  1 v. 

Volume one of a proposed three-volume work--this 
volume presents a comparative study of the structure 
of the Ministry of Finance in Iran and various 
European countries. 

218.  Naqavi, Sayyid Ali Reza.  Family laws of Iran.  Islamabad, 
Islamic Research Institute, 1971.  317 p. 

This is a comparative study of the family laws 
of Iran and Pakistan with English translations of 
parts of the Civil Code, Nhrriage act and the 
Family protection act of 1967.  It is the most up-to-
date study of marriage and divorce in Iran. 
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219.  • Cj i)e)  çj.L  y >  ) J  d i!  c }9  J .40 

Ngsri, Faraj Allah.  Amarat dar  madanr-i Ira.7m 
[Circumstantial evidence in Iranian civil law]. 
[Tehran, [196-].  356 p. 

This work examines the concepts of evidence 
and presumption from the point of view of 
Islamic law, foreign law and modern Iranian 
law, and examines court decisions both foreign 
and Iranian. 

220. 
•  6. Ls j i)T  _  

7 7 
Nasiri, Murtaza.  Ijra-i arati davarf-i kharajf [Administration 

of foreign judicial decisions].  [Tehran], 1346 [1967-68]. 
288 p. 

This is a comparative study of the concept of 
judicial assistance in France, USSR, USA and Iran. 

221.  Nassiri, Mohammad.  La donation en droit iranien [Gift in 
Iranian law].  Paris, M. Lavergne, 1937.  174 p. 

This thesis discusses the concept of 'hibah', 
and its social and traditional meaning in Iran. 
It contains a detailed discussion of gift and 
the civil law followed by translations of the 
civil code articles dealing with gifts. 

222.  Nassr, Taghi.  Essai sur l'historie du droit persan ds 
l'origine  l'invasion arabe [Essay on the history of 
Persian law from its origins to the Arab invasion]. 
Paris, A. Mechelinck, 1933.  386 p. 

This work is an historical study of ancient 
Iranian law, drawing on Greek sources for the 
pre-Sassanian period and the Avesta and related 
middle Persian sources for the Sassanians.  The 
majority of the work deals with the Sassanians, 
their government and military organization and 
their social structure.  The book has an extensive 
bibliography. 
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223.  • L'1 141-.3  L.)=;1.,;3";:" 4—  ‘...)=A4'›  -31-g6 ; 

Nazhad, Hussain.  MUclararrat va qavanin-i dampazashki [Laws 
and legislation pertaining to veterinarians].  Tehran, 1329 
[1950-51].  250 p. 

In addition to a treatise on the current laws 
and legislation, the author has also included 
a lengthy discussion on the problems and justifi-
cation of the need for veterinarians in Iran.  He 
also includes a section on the recognition of 
certain animal diseases. 

224.  Pappafava, Vladimir.  Das notariat in Persien [Notaries in 
Persia].  Wien, Selbstverlag, 1907.  15 p. 

This is an off-print from Zeitschrift fUr  
notariat und freiwillige gerichtsbarkeit in  
Osterreich. It is a short introduction to the 
importance and the duties of notaries in Iran at 

the turn of the century. 

225.  • Ly . L.1  j  J  Lho)La ......  J  D 

Qasim'zadah.  Khulasah-i duras-i huclaq-i asasi [A short 
course in basic law].  Tehran, 1323 [1944-45].  231 p. 

A short survey of the legal systems of Iran, 
Belgium, Switzerland, France, USSR and USA. 

226.  • c," .1  

  Huquq-i asasi  [Basic law].  Tehran, Tehran Univ. 
1334 [1955-56].  512 p. 

A longer and somewhat updated version of Item 
225 and with an introduction to the philosophy 

of law. 
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227.  Ly• -1,44-) J 13 C.)1.711 Li-L- 1 (.11*:>) 
Rahimi, Mustafa.  Qanun-1 asas1-1 Iran; usul-1 dam arg.sT 
• [The Iranian constitution:  Principles of democracy 

[Tehran], Sina, [1968].  276 p. 

This work points out the significance of the 
Iranian constitution as a democratic document.  It 
contains a discussion of democracy in Iran, 
elections, and the Iranian freedoms of press, 
publication and religion. 

L>leti jl (-5,)1J228.  y.•  • I 1  
‘.) 

Rahmani, Akhtar.  Malakiyat va bahrah barda-ri az zamTn dar • r - 
Iran [Ownership and land tenure in Iran].  [Tehran], 
Kitab-i iran, 1348 [1969-70].  308 p. 

This is a general study of the subject of land 
tenure and land ownership including the topics of 
underground water, qanats, water rights, wells, 
climatic and geological factors.  It alsp includes 
a section on land ownership in ancient Iran, the 
effects of the 1963 revolution, and the establishment 
of land companies and cooperatives. 

229.  J,01 3 J  ___. 1.1,15 
• 

Ravanbakhsh, Kazim._ Malakiyat-i muhdad ya tataru -i 
du asl-i huquqi [Limited ownership or the opposition 
of two principles of law].  Tabriz, Shafaq, 1328 
[1949-50].  112 p. 

This is a philosophical treaties on property 
ownership, domination, the reasonable basis for 
the denial of loss or damage, and ownership of 
property under the Iranian civil code. 
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230. 1  ,L10) _1.40 ;1!.  I 

Sadarat, 'Ali.  Huqdq-i jaza va juramshanisI [Criminal law 
•  and cr iminology],  Tehran, Afsat, 1339 [1960-61]. 

353 P. 

This is an introduction to the science of 
criminology discussing the kinds of criminal 
law, crime in society, crime from the legal 
point of view and from the point of view of the 
criminologists.  Also included is a short section 
on public justice in ancient Iran. 

231.  • A.,4  A.1:34  ey;   

Salih, 'AlT Pasha.  Quvvah-ti mugannanah va quvvah-ii 
•  .gaza'iyah [Legislative and judicial power].  Tehran, 

Iran National Committee for UNESCO, 1343 [1964]. 65 p. 

The author has put together a short survey of 
Iran's legal history from the Achaemenids to 1962, 
disucssing the development of legal organizations, 
courts and codes.  The work is illustrated. 

232.  • ‘:) Ix. '  .14 J  j jr. 

Saljuai l Mahmud,  Nawsh-i Turf dar huqdq-i madanT-i 
iran [Custom in Iranian civil law].  [Tehran], 
Tehran Univ., [1347?] [1968?].  173 p. 

This is a general study of the terms 'urf 
[custom] and 'adet [usage] in Islamic and Iranian 
law.  It also deals with the social and economic 
consequences of custom and its application in 
Iranian civil law. 

233.  • ›. IS  j  j jp.1.4m ft.)  ..1.4014  

al-Saltanah, MUkiammad MUsaddaq.  DastUr dar muhikam-i 
4ugugi [A guide to Civil procedure].  Tehran, Kalihian, 
1333 [1915].  497 p. 

An annotated guide to the code of civil 
procedure. 
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234. • 1-;,)1, (* 1>t JJ 
Huqdq-i parlimani dar Iran va ardpa [Parliamentary 
14,w in Iran and Europe].  Tehran, 1302 [1923-24]. 
172 p. 

This is a comparative study of parliamentary 
procedure. 

235.  Sami, Hasan.  Etude critique et comparative de la devolution 
ab intestat en droit Persan [A critical and comparative 
study of intestate succession in Persian law].  Paris, 
M. Riviere, 1933.  453 p. 

This is a comprehensive study of intestate 
succession, its economic basis, the theories of 
partial and absolute exclusion and inheritance. 
The author begins with ancient Rome, Greece, the 
Germanic tribes, Islam, Shi'ism and modern France, 
Switzerland and Iran. 

236.  • • I I Lsj  I J I (3511,,.   
Sanjabl, Karim,  Huquq-i idari-i Iran [Iranian administrative 

law].  Tehran, Tehran Univ., 1342 [1963 614.].  384 p. 

This is an introduction to the study of 
administrative law, its history, application and 
scope.  Included is a study of the organization 
of city and town governments and the obligations of 
employees. 

237. N......1  J  • • — —4-:> c —.0X.:.;-  I — J r j J  j1 j 4 ,  r'e Li*, L-
. j • . • - L) jf.I Vt.' I Y.' 

.  - Savji, Marina.  Akhtilaf-1 huquq-1 zan va mard dar Islam 
-  7  7  I  

va qavanin-i  ran [Legal differences between men and 
women in Islam and Iranian law].  [Tehran], 1337 
[1958-59].  113 p. 
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This is a comparative study of the legal 
status of men and women in Iranian constitutional, 
civil, criminal and administrative law with 
particular reference to wills, inheritance, 
marriage and divorce, 

238. • 00,*a  Co-ai  -  - 
Shah-bagh, Ha'iri.  Sharh-i qanun-i mujazat-i 'umumi 

[An explanation of the law of general punishment]. 
Tehran, Jahan, [n.d.],  136 p. 

This work proceeds article by article through 
the law of general punishment.  This volume covers 
the first 243 articles. 

239. L„,,IJ  ,6,01   
  Us-a  _ _ l i a'in i dadrasi-i kayfari [Elements of criminal 

prOcedure].  Tehran, Tovhid, 1336 [1957-58].  96 p. 

This is a basic introduction to criminal 
procedure including hinderances to prosecution, 
pardon, insanity, statutory limitations and 
extradition. 

240.  • 
- - 

Sharif,  'AlI.  Nafaqah dar huquq-i iran [Maintenance in 
Iranian law].  Tehran, Sazmankhanah Chap, [1346] 
[1967].  267 p. 

This is a comparative approach to the 
concept of maintenance in Iranian, Iraqi, Russian, 
English and American law.  It also deals with its 
application in Islam, Judaism and in Zoroastrianism, 

241.  • L.) I.P1 I 0; -4 33:6.  — çi  CC-J-4;1, 
I - S hayagan,  'Ali.  Huquq-1 madani-i  ran [Iranian civil law], 

[Tehran] 1946-,  v. 1. 

Vol. 1 of this treatise includes a general 
introduction to civil law and civil law theory and 
its historical development, and the problem of the 
individual and the family in Iranian civil law. 
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,),J;  kii.-W-Pai -- 242. ri; (r1 _ _ • J Litt›* 
Shiva Ragavi, Kazim.  Mutalatah-i tatbicii gardish-i chak 

dar  Iran [A comparative study of the 
circulation of checks in Iranian law].  Tehran, Gilan, 
[1346] [1967-68].  558 p. 

This is a study of the circulation, kinds and 
use of checks in Iran, Europe and America.  It 
contains the text of the international check 
agreement and an explanation of its application 
in Iran. 

243.   
Tamadan, Khalil.  Sazman-i madani-i iran [Iranian civil 

institutions].  Tehran, 1324 [1911-5146].  94 p. 

This is a brief discussion of Iranian civil 
institutions in the broad sense including the 
national assembly, the courts, the military, 
the ministries and various administrative offices. 

244.  That, LAsz16.  Das persische rechtssystem [The Persian legal 
system].  Stuttgart, F. Enke [1909].  81 p. 

This is an off-print from Zeitschrift flir  
vergleichende rechtgwissenschaft xxii band  3, 
describing the system immediately after the 
promulgation of the constitution. 

245.  United States Department of Labor.  Labor law and practice 
in Iran.  BLS Report 276.  Prepared by William F. 
Delaney.  Washington, 1964.  63 p. 

This is a general discussion of labor law wage 
practices, health and insurance benefits.  It 
contains a translation of a few articles from the 
supplementary constitutional law of 1907, and a 
topical outline of labor law and legislation. 
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246.  Vakil, Mehdi.  Les recours contre l'administration d'aprbs 
le droit public persan [Suits against the government 
in Persian public law].  Paris, M. Lavergne, 1934 
192 p. 

This book examines the problems of jurisdictional 
control of the government giving historical back-
ground on the administrative system in ancient 
Iran and under the present constitution, separation 
of powers, judicial tribunals and religious law. 

247.  • Q.,J)41,  J.5 

VizErat-i 'adliyah.  Sabt-i kull-i asnad va imlak.... 
[Property and document registration].  [Tehran] [n 4., 
n.p.].  146 p. 

This is a practical course in how to register 
properties and dcouments accompanied by a brief 
explanation of the law and regulations. 

TRIALS 

248.  • 3.1.2.• ,L.456.4 
al-Basri, 'Ali.  Muhakamat Musaddaq [The trial of Musadeq]. 

Baghdad, 1954.. 681 p.  • 

Arabic translation of the minutes of the trial 
of Musadeq with additional remarks about the role 
of America and the political and social situation 
in Iran at the time of his trial. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

249.  • 4/...;;  t'Lft 
Barnamah-i sar  shumarI [The census program].  [Tehran] 

[n.p., n.d.].  31 p. 

This is a pamphlet designed as a guide for 
the census takers. 
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250.  Documents of the thirteenth ministrial council of CENT°. 
Echo of Iran 131,  Tehran, Echo, 1965.  1 v. 

251.  Estimate of the national income of Iran.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 115.  Tehran, Echo, 1964.  13 p. 

252, • 

Fihrist-i magalat-i huquq  [Index of Persian articles on 
law].  Tehran Urliv. publication 1187.  Tehran, 
Tehran Univ., 1347 [1968-69].  417 p. 

This is an index to 13 Iranian law periodicals 
up to the end of 1345 [1967].  It is arranged 
according to subject. 

253.  Foreign investors manual.  Echo of Iran supplement 107. 
Tehran, Echo, 1964.  12 p. 

This is a translation of part of the official 
publication of the Central Bank of Iran. 

254.  Government's foreign trade policy in 1967.  Echo of Iran 
supplement 147.  Tehran, Echo, 1967.  13 p. 

255.  Investors manual.  Tehran, Bank Markazi Iran, [n.d.]. 

39 P. 

This publication contains information on 
methods of investment, foreign national regulations, 
contracts, foreign exchange, loans and credits from 
abroad. 

256.  ir •A JL. JI J LJLil  
• 1r  • 

MajmTl'ahli muthad Lma1hayi-i sabt-i kull ;",z s;.1-i 1308 
ali ikhir-i 1314 [Compilation of all registered 
circulars from the year 1308 [1929] to the end of 1314 
[1936] ].  [Tehran] [n.p., n.dj.  1 v. 
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257.   
Qanun-i as1Rtiat-i arzi [The agrarian reform law].  [Tehran], 

[n.p:, n.d.].  200 p. 

This is a pictorial display of events surrounding 
the 1961 law with texts of the Shah's speech and 
excerpts from the world press on the event. 

258.  Rapport au governement de l'Iran sur le projet de loi 
sur le travail [Report to the government of Iran on 
the labor law project].  Geneve, International Labor 
Office, 1958.  42 p. 

This is a suggested reform in the labor law 
arising from an Iranian request for assistance 
from the ILO. 

259.  Report on five years of land reform.  Echo of Iran supplement 
138.  Tehran, Echo, 1967.  9 1. 

This is a report given by the Minister of 
Agriculture to the Prime Minister in 1967. 

260.  Situation politique et sociale de l'Iran en 1950-51, annee 
de la nationalisation du p4trole [Political and social 
situation in Iran in 1950-51, the year of the 
nationalization of the petroleum industry].  M. A. 
Hidayati, ed.  Neuchatel, H. Messeiller, [1965]. 
194 p. 

This is a collection of reports prepared for 
the Bureau International du Travail concerning the 
events of 1329. 
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